
 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Learning Areas 

English language arts 

Concepts Taught 

Language and Riddles 

Target Age 

9 – 12 Year Olds 

Duration 

1 x 60 minute Session 

You will need: 

Riddles Worksheet 

Definition and 
examples of two types 

of riddles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Online Resources: 
• http://edgalaxy.com/educati

on-quotes 
• http://edgalaxy.com/classro

om-posters-
charts/2013/9/10/14-

educational-quotes-posters 
• http://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=iPnYfwLOw84 
 

Essential Questions 

• What is a riddle? 
• What are two types of 

riddles? 
• How does a riddle get 

solved? 

Learning Intention / Overview 
Riddles are often called “brainteasers” because they cause a 
person to have to think outside the box. This means that 
answers to riddles often have a double or veiled meaning.  This 
activity will allow students to develop an understanding of what 
a riddle is and how to look at solving riddles.  The riddles 
worksheet and activity provides students with the opportunity 
to gain some basic knowledge and practice in reading and 
solving riddles. 

Methods / Teaching Strategies 
• Modelled Practice/ Discussion 
• Partner Assignment 
• Individual Task 

Assessment of Learning 

• Riddles Worksheet (provided) 
• Demonstrated an understanding of TWO types of riddles by 

writing one of each. 
 

How might you customize or alter this lesson? 

 

 

 

Riddles: using language or logic  
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1. Begin by reading the following TWO riddles aloud to the class.  Let volunteers try 
to solve them. 

 What has a little white house without doors or windows? (An egg) 
 Why can’t a man living in Washington be buried in New York? (he’s still living) 

 

Explain to students that the first riddle is an example of a descriptive riddle 
(describes a person, animal, plant, or object) because it is describing an egg. 

The second riddle is an example of a witty question (a question posed that tries to 
trick or stump the solver) because the answer is actual in the riddle but is misleading. 

 

2. On the board write the following definitions/examples of “riddle” and discuss. 

 The verb riddle means to solve, explain, or interpret. (discuss how you have to think 
differently to solve the riddles that were read aloud) 

 What is black and white all over and full of words/letters? (a newspaper) 
 

 Riddle also means a misleading or puzzling question posed as a problem to be solved?  
 Mary’s parents have five daughters; Nina, Nanna, Nelly, and Nemo.  What is there 

fifth daughter’s name? (Mary) 
 

Once these definitions and examples have been discussed ask for volunteers to 
give you riddles they have heard.  Record a few on the board and discuss. 

3.  Distribute the riddles worksheet to all students and have them pair up with the 
person sitting nearest them to work on part A.  (Give partners 10-15 minutes to work 
on solving the riddles.) 

4. Call for time and students individually complete part B. 

 

   

        

Teaching Instructions 
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Use your knowledge of language and logic to solve riddles.  

Read each riddle and solve with a partner. 
 

RIDDLE SOLUTION/ANSWER 
What gets wetter and wetter the more 
it dries? 

 

What travels around the world but 
stays in one spot? 

 

 What occurs once in a minute, twice 
in moment, and never in one thousand 
years? 

 

What has hands but cannot clap? 
 

 

What has one eye but cannot see? 
 

 

What starts with the letter “t” is filled 
with “t” and ends with “t”? 

 

What word begins and ends with an 
“e” but only has one letter? 

 

 
 

*Here are some picture clues to help with some riddles above. 

                                 

 

A. Write ONE descriptive riddle and ONE witty question riddle. 
 
Descriptive Riddle: __________________________________________________ 
 
 
Witty Question: ______________________________________________________ 
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Riddles-Using Language or Logic 

Answer Key 

 

A. Read each riddle and solve with a partner. 
 

RIDDLE SOLUTION/ANSWER 
What gets wetter and wetter the more 
it dries? 

towel 

What travels around the world but 
stays in one spot? 

stamp 

 What occurs once in a minute, twice 
in moment, and never in one thousand 
years? 

“M” 

What has hands but cannot clap? 
 

clock 

What has one eye but cannot see? 
 

needle 

What starts with the letter “t” is filled 
with “t” and ends with “t”? 

teapot 

What word begins and ends with an 
“e” but only has one letter? 

envelope 

 

B. Write ONE descriptive riddle and ONE witty question riddle. Will Vary 
 
Descriptive Riddle: What appears at dark but disappears with light without 
being stolen? (Stars) 
 
Witty Question: What bone has a sense of humor? (humorous) 
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